The present study focused on the identification of epistatic QTL pairs for body composition traits (carcass cut, lean tissue, and fat tissue weights) measured at slaughter weight (140 kg of BW) in a 3-generation full-sib population developed by crossing Pietrain sires with a crossbred dam line. Depending on the trait, phenotypic observations were available for 306 to 315 F 2 animals. For the QTL analysis, 386 animals were genotyped for 88 molecular markers covering chromosomes SSC1, SSC2, SSC4, SSC6, SSC7, SSC8, SSC9, SSC10, SSC13, and SSC14. In total, 23 significant epistatic QTL pairs were identified, with the additive × additive genetic interaction being the most prevalent. Epistatic QTL were identified across all chromosomes except for SSC13, and epistatic QTL pairs accounted for between 5.8 and 10.2% of the phenotypic variance. Seven epistatic QTL pairs were between QTL that resided on the same chromosome, and 16 were between QTL that resided on different chromosomes. Sus scrofa chromosome 1, SSC2, SSC4, SSC6, SSC8, and SSC9 harbored the greatest number of epistatic QTL. The epistatic QTL pair with the greatest effect was for the entire loin weight between 2 locations on SSC7, explaining 10.2% of the phenotypic variance. Epistatic associations were identified between regions of the genome that contain the IGF-2 or melanocortin-4 receptor genes, with QTL residing in other genomic locations. Quantitative trait loci in the region of the melanocortin-4 receptor gene and on SSC7 showed significant positive dominance effects for entire belly weight, which were offset by negative dominance × dominance interactions between these QTL. In contrast, the QTL in the region of the IGF-2 gene showed significant negative dominance effects for entire ham weight, which were largely overcompensated for by positive additive × dominance genetic effects with a QTL on SSC9. The study shows that epistasis is of great importance for the genomic regulation of body composition in pigs and contributes substantially to the variation in complex traits.
INTRODUCTION
Numerous QTL have been reported for carcass characteristics in pigs (e.g., Geldermann et al., 2003; Karlskov-Mortensen et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2007) . These studies have focused on identifying the individual QTL effects (additive, dominance, and imprinting), without considering interactions between loci (epistasis). When epistasis is ignored, some QTL may remain undetected, and the effects of the identified QTL can be severely biased (Carlborg, 2006) . Furthermore, the inclusion of epistasis provides a better understanding of the genomic control of economically important traits.
Evidence exists for epistatic QTL in pigs for reproductive traits (Bidanel, 1993; Rodríguez et al., 2005; Noguera et al., 2006) , coat color (Hirooka et al., 2002) , meat quality Szyda et al., 2006) , and muscle fiber traits (Estellé et al., 2008) . Studies in chickens have shown that epistasis is involved in the genomic regulation of growth traits (Carlborg et al., 2003 . Moreover, studies in mice have identified epistatic QTL for growth and obesity (e.g., Brockmann et al., 2000; Yi et al., 2004a Yi et al., ,b, 2006 . Generally, these studies suggest that different networks of interactions are involved in the genomic regulation of different groups of traits.
Body composition of pigs may be controlled by a complex set of interactions; however, there is currently a lack of knowledge of epistatic QTL involved in the genomic regulation of the lean and fat tissue of pigs. This is most likely because of the computational demand associated with this type of analysis, rather than epistasis not being important for the genomic regulation of these traits.
In the present study, we investigated epistatic QTL pairs for several carcass cuts as well as lean and fat tissue traits in a commercial pig population, developed by crossing Pietrain sires with a crossbred dam line.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
All animal care and handling procedures in the federal testing station were reviewed and approved by the Landwirtschaftskammer Schleswig-Holstein, Rendsburg, Germany.
Design and Data
The QTL mapping experiment in this study was based on data from a resource family of a 3-generation full-sib design. The resource family was created by mating 7 Pietrain grandsires, which were unrelated, to 16 grandams of a crossbred dam line [Leicoma × (Landrace × Large White)]. The Pietrain sires were all heterozygous at the ryanodine receptor 1 (RYR1) locus. Eight boars and 40 sows of the F 1 generation were mated to produce 2 litters of the F 2 generation, comprising 315 pigs from 49 families. Animals of the F 2 generation were housed either individually or in groups of up to 15 pigs of mixed sex in straw-bedded pens. Individually housed pigs (48 gilts and 46 barrows) were fed manually, and feed consumption was recorded for these animals weekly. Group-housed animals (117 gilts and 104 barrows) were supplied food by an electronic feeding station (ACEMA 48, ACEMO, Pontivy, France), which recorded feed consumption at every visit. All animals were provided with 1 of 3 pelleted diets containing 13.8 MJ of ME/kg and 1.2% lysine, 13.8 MJ of ME/kg and 1.1% lysine, or 13.4 MJ of ME/kg and 1.0% lysine for BW ranges 30 to 60, 60 to 90, and 90 to 140 kg of BW, respectively. All animals were provided with ad libitum access to diets, which were formulated above requirements to reach maximal protein deposition. For a more detailed description of data, see Landgraf et al. (2006a,b) and Mohrmann et al. (2006a,b) .
Carcass Composition
Phenotypic data on body composition were collected from pigs slaughtered in a commercial abattoir at 140 kg of BW. Measurements of valuable carcass cuts were obtained using an AutoFOM device (SFK Technology, Søborg, Denmark) . This device uses an automatic ultrasound scanning technique to produce a 3-dimensional image of the carcass (Brondum et al., 1998) . With the AutoFOM device, measurements were obtained for average fat thickness, belly weight, lean content, lean content of the belly, and weights of the entire and trimmed shoulder, loin, and ham without bones. Thereafter, the right carcass side of each pig was dissected into the primal carcass cuts neck, shoulder, loin, ham, and belly. Neck, shoulder, loin, and ham cuts were further dissected into lean and fat tissue. Moreover, weights of the jowl, thick rib, flank, front and hind hock, tail, and claw were recorded. From the cold left carcass side, further measurements were obtained, including carcass length, sidefat thickness; at the 13th/14th-rib interface, loin eye area, fat area, and thinnest fat measures were obtained; and fat content and area of the belly were obtained. Protein content of the loin and intramuscular fat content were measured in the musculus longissimus thoracis et lumborum using near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy. Additional information about the dissection of carcasses is presented in the study by Landgraf et al. (2006a) . Table 1 outlines mean values and SD of traits analyzed in the present study.
Genotypic Data
From the F 0 , F 1 , and F 2 animals, blood samples of 9 mL were collected by puncture of the vena jugularis and their genomic DNA was extracted using the silicagel method following Myakishev et al. (1995) . Chromosomes SSC1, SSC2, SSC4, SSC6, SSC7, SSC8, SSC9, SSC10, SSC13, and SSC14 were chosen for genotyping because of their likely associations with carcass cuts as well as lean and fat tissue. All pigs were genotyped for 88 informative microsatellite markers, of which 10, 9, 9, 9, 10, 8, 9, 9, 8 , and 7 genomic markers were located on SSC1, SSC2, SSC4, SSC6, SSC7, SSC8, SSC9, SSC10, SSC13, and SSC14, respectively. Based on the published USDA linkage map, markers and their distances were selected (http://www.marc.usda.gov; Rohrer et al., 1996) . This linkage map provided all information relating to their position and alleles, as outlined in Table 2 . The average distances between markers were 16.0, 16.5, 16.3, 20.6, 17.3 18.4, 17.3, 16.0, 18.0, and 17.4 cM and the largest gaps between markers were 27.7, 25.2, 26.5, 28.7, 26.2, 23.1, 21.7, 20.8, 24 .0, and 23.6 cM on SSC1, SSC2, SSC4, SSC6, SSC7, SSC8, SSC9, SSC10, SSC13, and SSC14, respectively.
Statistical Analysis
Because of the computational demand of a genomic scan for epistatic QTL, the analysis was performed in 2 stages following the procedure of Estellé et al. (2008) . In the first stage, a 5-cM scan was carried out across all genomic positions. Individual additive and dominance effects were excluded from the first stage of analysis because of the substantial computing demand. As a result, all possible pairwise combinations between QTL at only 5-cM intervals were considered, to preselect potential candidate regions with epistatic effects with the model
where y i is the ith individual phenotype. Fixed effects and covariates were fitted in the model, depending on their significance for the trait. For all traits, sex, RYR1 genotype (MHS), and batch (1 to 9; animals beginning the performance test at the same time were grouped together as 1 batch) were included as fixed class variables in the model, and slaughter weight (slwt) was considered covariate β. The effect of housing system was tested in a preliminary analysis and found not to be significant for the analyzed traits, and was therefore not included in the model. I aa , I ad , I da , and I dd are the additive × additive (A×A), additive × dominance (A×D), dominance × additive (D×A), and dominance × dominance (D×D) epistatic effects, respectively; and e i is the residual effect. These 4 epistatic effects were estimated, following the Cockerham decomposition (Cockerham, 1954) , by regressing on a linear combination of the individual QTL origin probabilities: Continued C aa = P 1 (QQ)P 2 (QQ) − P 1 (QQ)P 2 (qq)
− P 1 (qq)P 2 (QQ) + P 1 (qq)P 2 (qq), C ad = P 1 (QQ)P 2 (Qq) − P 1 (qq)P 2 (Qq), C da = P 1 (Qq)P 2 (QQ) − P 1 (Qq)P 2 (qq), and
where P 1 and P 2 refer to the probability of QTL at locations 1 and 2, respectively, and P(QQ) is the probability of the grandpaternal sire line (Pietrain) being homozygous, P(qq) is the probability of the grandmaternal dam line being homozygous, and P(Qq) is the probability of being heterozygous .
Model [1] was tested against a null model in which no epistatic effects were estimated; that is,
Interacting QTL pairs with P-values <0.001 were selected for further analyses. In the second stage, a complete epistatic model including the individual QTL effects was applied using a 1-cM scan around the preselected positions obtained in the first stage. This model included, besides all environmental effects, the individual additive and dominance genetic effects as well as epistatic genetic effects:
where a denotes the individual additive genetic effect and C a represents the difference in probabilities of being homozygous for alleles of the grandpaternal sire line (QQ) and being homozygous for alleles of the grandmaternal dam line (qq). A positive additive genetic value indicates that the allele originating from the grandpaternal sire line (Pietrain) showed a greater effect than the allele from the grandmaternal dam line, and vice versa. The effect d represents the individual dominance genetic effects and C d gives the probability of being heterozygous. The dominance effect is defined as the deviation of heterozygous animals from the mean of both types of homozygous animals. A positive dominance value indicates an increase in the trait of interest resulting from a heterozygous genotype, and vice versa.
Model [2] was tested against a null model that contained only the individual QTL effects; that is,
Epistatic interactions were reported as significant if they had a nominal P-value of <0.001. All analyses (88) 7 ( 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In total, 23 significant epistatic QTL pairs were identified. Of these, 9 epistatic QTL pairs were identified for entire carcass characteristics, 7 were identified for lean tissue characteristics, and 7 were identified for fat tissue characteristics (Table 3) . Epistatic interactions were identified between QTL on SSC1, SSC2, SSC4, SSC6, SSC7, SSC8, SSC9, SSC10, and SSC14. No epistatic QTL were identified on or with SSC13. Epistatic QTL pairs explained between 6.2 and 10.2% of the phenotypic variance for entire carcass characteristics (lean + fat), between 5.9 and 9.5% for lean tissue characteristics, and between 5.8 and 6.8% for fat tissue characteristics. Seven of the significant epistatic QTL pairs were between QTL that resided on the same chromosome, on SSC1, SSC2, SSC4, SSC6, SSC7, and SSC8. All types of epistatic effects were identified (A×A, A×D, D×A, and D×D) in this study, with the A×A interaction being the most prevalent. The epistatic QTL pair with the greatest effect was for entire loin weight between 2 locations on SSC7. This QTL explained a large proportion of the phenotypic variance, at 10.2%. However, the locations are close together; therefore, this interaction has to be interpreted with care. Interactions between QTL that lie in close proximity have been reported for 3 additional traits (Table 3) . Future fine mapping analyses are necessary to confirm these interactions.
Entire Carcass Characteristics
Weights of important carcass cuts are economically important for the market value of the carcass. In the present study, we identified 10 epistatic interactions for entire carcass cuts. A D×D interaction was identified between QTL on SSC1 and SSC7 for entire belly weight measured by the AutoFom device. The QTL on SSC1 was previously identified in individual QTL mapping analyses by Mohrmann et al. (2006a) , and in both studies, this QTL showed a significant dominance effect. Around this location of SSC1, numerous QTL have been reported for lean tissue and fat tissue (Nezer et al., 2002; Beeckmann et al., 2003b; Karlskov-Mortensen et al., 2006) . No individual QTL were identified in previous analyses of the data on SSC7, which was surprising because there is strong evidence for QTL on SSC7 in the literature (e.g., Milan et al., 2002; Nezer et al., 2002; Yue et al., 2003a; Kim et al., 2005; Sanchez et al., 2006;  Table 4 ). Therefore, the QTL identified on SSC7 has only expressed its effects through D×D interactions with SSC1.
A QTL on SSC1 showed an interaction with a QTL on SSC8 for hind hock weight. Neither of these QTL were identified in previous analyses of the present data, which may be expected because the negative interaction effect is almost as large as the sum of the indi- Collected at the 13th/14th-rib interface.
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Measured on musculus longissimus thoracis et lumborum. Duthie et al. vidual QTL effects. Around the same location of SSC1, a QTL has been reported for growth rate (de Koning et al., 2001 ). However, there are no reports in the literature confirming the QTL on SSC8. A further location of SSC1 showed an interaction with SSC9 for weight of the hind claw. These QTL were not identified in previous analyses. These QTL showed no significant additive or dominance effects and expressed their effects only through novel interactions between additive as well as dominance effects. The QTL on SSC1 for the hind claw was close to SW1430. Many QTL for carcass traits have been identified around this location (Beeckmann et al., 2003b) .
Several epistatic effects were identified between the telomeric end of the p-arm of SSC2 and 66 cM of SSC9 for entire ham weight. In the present study, the QTL on SSC2 and SSC9 showed substantial interactions between additive and dominance effects, which more than offset the negative effects associated with dominance and A×A genetic effects. From previous analysis of these data, numerous QTL were identified around this location of SSC2, where Pietrain alleles were associated with increased lean tissue and reduced fatness (Duthie et al., 2008) . Whereas the QTL on SSC2 was affected by individual dominance effects, the QTL on SSC9 showed no significant (P > 0.001) individual QTL effects in the present study. However, in previous analyses, QTL were identified in this genomic location for entire shoulder weight and shoulder weight without external fat (Duthie et al., 2008) . There are reports of QTL around this location of SSC2 for carcass traits, lean tissue, and fat tissue and around the region of SSC9 for BW (de Koning et al., 2001; Milan et al., 2002; Lee et al., 2003) . In the region of the QTL on SSC2, a paternally expressed QTL that affects growth and fat deposition has been mapped to the IGF-2 locus (Jeon et al., 1999; Nezer et al., 1999) . In the present analysis, imprinting effects have not been included in the model because of the substantial increase in complexity of the epistatic QTL analysis. This exclusion may reduce the power of detecting epistatic effects between QTL expressing imprinting at one or more loci. Therefore, including the IGF-2 genotypes and considering their imprinting in an epistatic QTL analysis would be of interest for identifying IGF-2 genomic interactions in further analyses.
Interactions between additive or dominance effects were identified between 2 locations of SSC4, on the parm (31 cM) and the telomeric end of the q-arm (130.1 cM), for belly weight. The QTL on the p-arm was not identified in previous individual QTL analyses of the data, whereas a QTL was identified for lean content at 33 cM, for which Pietrain alleles were associated with decreased lean tissue (Duthie et al., 2008) . Quantitative trait loci have been reported around 31 cM for numerous carcass traits as well as lean and fat tissue; however, only a single QTL has been reported at the telomeric end of the q-arm for daily BW gain (Knott et al., 2002) .
For entire neck weight, A×D and D×A interactions were identified between 2 close genomic locations of SSC6 (71 and 86 cM). There are numerous reports in the literature for QTL associated with carcass traits, lean tissue, and fat tissue in these locations (Rohrer et al., 2000; Grindflek et al., 2001; Varona et al., 2002; Yue et al., 2003b; Edwards et al., 2008b) . No QTL were detected near 71 cM from previous individual QTL analyses of these data, but Mohrmann et al. (2006a) reported a large number of QTL around the QTL at 86 cM for several carcass cuts (lean + fat), fat tissue, lean tissue characteristics, and chemical body composition, at which Pietrain alleles were associated with decreased fat tissue and increased lean tissue. The significant additive effect identified at the QTL (86 cM) in the present study indicated that Pietrain alleles were associated with increased neck weight. This QTL is in the same genomic location as the RYR1 locus (Rohrer et al., 1996) ; however, it is independent from the RYR1 locus because its effect has been adjusted for as a fixed effect in the model.
A novel epistatic A×A QTL pair was identified on 2 locations of SSC7 for entire loin weight. No individual QTL effects were identified at either of these QTL, outlining why they were not identified from previous individual QTL analyses. There are reports of QTL around these locations for numerous carcass characteristics (Malek et al., 2001; Milan et al., 2002; Nezer et al., 2002; Geldermann et al., 2003; Yue et al., 2003a; Kim et al., 2005; Ponsuksili et al., 2005; Edwards et al., 2008a ).
An A×A interaction was identified between SSC7 and SSC10 for flank weight. Again, at these QTL no individual QTL effects were identified. The QTL on SSC7 was located around the same region as for entire loin weight in the present study. Around this location of SSC7, there are reports of QTL for leanness, fatness, and growth (Nezer et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2005; Ponsuksili et al., 2005; Edwards et al., 2008a) , whereas around this location of SSC10, a QTL has been reported for backfat (Quintanilla et al., 2002) .
For entire shoulder weight, A×A and A×D interactions were identified between 2 close genomic locations of SSC8 (21 and 37 cM). Duthie et al. (2008) identified QTL at 37 cM for protein content of the loin, at which Pietrain alleles were associated with less protein content. In this study, Pietrain alleles were associated with less shoulder weight at this QTL. The QTL at 21 cM was not identified previously; therefore, it exhibits effects only through the interactions. Quantitative trait loci have been reported around these locations for numerous carcass traits, daily BW gain, and lean tissue (Quintanilla et al., 2002; Beeckmann et al., 2003a; Sato et al., 2003) .
Lean Tissue Characteristics
One of the main goals of commercial pig production has been to increase lean tissue. A large number of studEpistatic quantitative trait loci for carcass characteristics ies have investigated QTL for lean tissue (e.g., Rohrer and Keele, 1998b; Malek et al., 2001a; from individual QTL analyses. In the present study, we identified 7 epistatic QTL pairs for lean tissue characteristics.
For protein content of the loin tissue, all fitted interactions and all individual QTL effects were significant between 2 genomic locations on SSC2 (93 and 117 cM). A QTL was previously identified at 92 cM for shoulder weight without external fat (Duthie et al., 2008) . Around this location (93 cM), QTL have been reported for daily BW gain and backfat (Malek et al., 2001b; Lee et al., 2003) .
At the telomeric end of the p-arm of SSC2, additive as well as dominance interactions were detected with SSC8 for lean content of the belly. Numerous QTL were previously identified for lean and fat tissue QTL around this location of SSC2 (Duthie et al., 2008) . The dominance effects of the QTL on SSC8, however, were not detected in previous individual QTL mapping analyses of the data.
A slightly different location of SSC2 (22 cM) showed further interactions of all fitted combinations with SSC9 for loin eye area. No individual QTL effects were identified at these QTL; however, QTL were reported in this resource family for lean tissue at the same location on SSC2 (Duthie et al., 2008) . Interestingly, all interactions were positive, and may thus be an explanation for heterosis of these crosses in lean content. Around this location of SSC2, QTL have been reported for lean tissue as well as backfat (Lee et al., 2003) , and on SSC9, QTL have been reported for fatness, daily BW gain, and BW Kim et al., 2006) .
In previous individual QTL mapping of the present resource family, no QTL were identified on SSC7 and only a few QTL were identified on SSC4. In the present study, we identified A×D interactions between these chromosomes for protein content of the loin. Quantitative trait loci have been reported around this location of SSC4 for carcass weight, BW, and liver weight (Malek et al., 2001b; Cepica et al., 2003b) .
Moreover, SSC4 showed positive interaction effects with SSC14 for loin weight without external fat. These positive interaction effects were almost 4 times as large as the negative additive genetic effects of the QTL on SSC14. These negative additive genetic effects at the QTL on SSC14 indicated that Pietrain alleles were associated with less lean meat of the loin. The QTL on SSC14 was at the same genomic location of SSC14 as the reported QTL for ham lean meat weight (Duthie et al., 2008) , where Pietrain alleles were also associated with decreased lean tissue weight, interpreted as a cryptic allele. Around both of these QTL, there are reports in the literature for QTL associated with numerous carcass characteristics, including lean and fat tissue (Perez-Enciso et al., 2000; Varona et al., 2002; Cepica et al., 2003b; Dragos-Wendrich et al., 2003; Geldermann et al., 2003; van Wijk et al., 2006) .
A further interaction between additive genetic effects was identified between QTL on SSC6 and SSC8 for loin weight without external fat. No individual QTL effects were identified at these QTL, and these were not identified in previous analyses. Around the location of the QTL on SSC6, QTL have been identified for loin and ham percentage in the carcass and intramuscular fat content (de Koning et al., 2000; Milan et al., 2002) , and in the region of SSC8, QTL have been reported for several weights of carcass cuts and daily BW gain (Casas-Carrillo et al., 1997; Milan et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2005) .
The SSC6 showed further epistatic effects with SSC9 for neck weight without external fat. At both individual QTL, heterozygote animals were associated with increased lean weight. Mohrmann et al. (2006a) reported, for the same resource family, QTL around this location of SSC6 for lean and fat tissue showing dominance effects, whereas the QTL on SSC9 was not identified previously. The negative D×D effects may be the reason for not detecting the QTL on SSC9 in an individual QTL mapping approach. Quantitative trait loci have been reported around this location of SSC6 for carcass length and loin eye area (Malek et al., 2001b; Edwards et al., 2008a) , and have been reported on SSC9 for lean weight and loin eye area (Rohrer et al., 2005) .
Fat Tissue Characteristics
Selection for reduced fatness has been an important goal within pig breeding over the last 50 yr. Fat tissue has negative associations with consumer acceptability and the economic value of the carcass, and it has waste and environmental impacts. In the present study, we identified epistatic interactions for 7 traits associated with fatness.
Epistatic D×A genetic effects were identified in 2 genomic locations of SSC1 for external ham fat weight (48 and 118 cM). This QTL for external ham fat weight at 48 cM was identified close to SW185 on SSC1. In a previous individual QTL analysis of the data, Mohrmann et al. (2006a) reported QTL at 119 cM of SSC1 for the entire loin weight and the external loin fat weight, attributed to dominance effects. The QTL on SSC1 for external ham fat weight at 118 cM is close to SW1828. At both of these QTL, a large number of QTL have been reported for carcass traits, lean tissue, fat tissue, and daily BW gain (Malek et al., 2001b; Beeckmann et al., 2003b; Geldermann et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2006) .
Sus scrofa chromosome 1 also showed an A×D interaction with SSC4 for intramuscular fat content. Significant additive effects at the QTL on SSC1 indicated that the alleles from the Pietrain breed were associated with greater intramuscular fat content. However, this positive additive genetic effect was offset by an almost 3 times greater negative interaction effect with SSC4. The QTL on SSC1 and SSC4 were not identified in previous individual QTL mapping of the data. (Meidtner et al., 2006) .
• Reports of an association with growth and fatness (Kim et al., 2000; Park et al., 2002; Houston et al., 2004; Meidtner et al., 2006) .
• Could be a useful marker to increase growth of the slowgrowing Pietrain breed by increasing feed intake (Meidtner et al., 2006) . SSC1, 63 cM Weight of hind claw IGF-1 receptor • Role in regeneration, metabolism, and proliferation in a variety of cell types (Schweiger et al., 2005) . SSC1, 59 cM Carcass length • Regulates growth and differentiation of a variety of cells and controls BW (Kopečný et al., 2002) . SSC2, 10 cM Entire ham wt IGF-2 • Paternally expressed (Jeon et al., 1999; Nezer et al., 1999) .
• Caused by a nucleotide substitution in intron 3 (Van Laere et al., 2003) . SSC4, 31 cM
Belly wt F-BOX protein 32
• Expression increased in myotubules during muscle atrophy, whereas mice deficient in this gene were resistant to atrophy (Bodine et al., 2001 , Yu et al., 2005 .
• Could be an important gene for muscle mass development (Glass, 2003) . Exostosis (multiple) 1
• Candidate gene for growth-related traits (Cepica et al., 2002) . SSC6, 86 cM Entire neck wt Ryanodine receptor 1
• A mutation at this locus is associated with malignant hyperthermia syndrome (Fujii et al., 1991) .
• Significantly associated with production traits in pigs (Kadarmideen, 2008) . SSC7, 86 cM Entire loin wt Proteasome (prosome, macropain) activator subunit 1 (PA28α) and proteasome (prosome, macropain) activator subunit 2 (PA28β)
• Encodes proteasome activators PA28α and β subunits, 2 subunits of PA28, which is an activator of the proteosome and plays an important role in antigen presentation mediated by the major histocompatibility complex class I (Dubiel et al., 1992) .
• Evidence that a polymorphism in this gene is associated with weaning weight (Wang et al., 2004) . Lean tissue characteristic SSC2, 9 cM Lean content of belly IGF-2 •Role outlined above.
SSC4, 121 cM Protein content of loin
Transforming growth factor, β receptor III
• Mediates the diverse effects of transforming growth factor-β, which is involved in tissue development and repair processes (Johnson et al., 1995) . SSC4, 89 cM Loin wt without external fat
Myocyte enhancer factor 2D
• Member of the myocyte enhancer binding factor 2 gene family (Wagenknecht et al., 2003) .
• Thought to be involved in myogenesis (Breitbart et al., 1993) . Myelin protein zero
• Identified in the same location as QTL for carcass traits (lean and fat mass; Cepica et al., 2003b , Wagenknecht et al., 2005 . Lamin A/C
• Encodes lamins A and C (Wagenknecht et al., 2006 ).
• Mice lacking lamin A have severely retarded postnatal growth and premature death, and developed cardiac and skeletal myopathy (Sullivan et al., 1999) .
• QTL for carcass traits identified around this region ; therefore, is a candidate gene for muscle development and growth. Thioredoxin-interacting protein
• Role in cell proliferation and growth (Yu et al., 2007) .
• Significant effects on several important growth traits, including carcass weight as well as daily BW gain in pigs (Yu et al., 2007) . SSC9, 58 cM Neck wt without external fat Succinate dehydrogenase complex, subunit D
• One of the subunits of the succinate dehydrogenase complex.
• Candidate for production traits because of its role in this complex in the process of aerobic respiration. Expression of this gene was associated with growth and meat quality traits in pigs (Guimaraes et al., 2007) .
• Associated with loin muscle area .
However, numerous QTL have been identified around both of these QTL for carcass characteristics, lean and fat tissue, and BW (Rohrer and Keele, 1998a,b; PerezEnciso et al., 2000; Rohrer, 2000; Varona et al., 2002; Beeckmann et al., 2003b; Cepica et al., 2003b; Geldermann et al., 2003; Edwards et al., 2008a) . Furthermore, SSC1 showed interactions with SSC6 for average fat thickness measured by the AutoFom device. The QTL on SSC6 was previously reported by Mohrmann et al. (2006a) . However, they estimated a significant individual dominance effect, whereas the present study showed that it is more likely due to an interaction between additive and dominance effects. Around this location of SSC1, there are a large number of reports for fat tissue, along with lean tissue and growth (Rohrer and Keele, 1998a; Bidanel et al., 2001; Quintanilla et al., 2002; Beeckmann et al., 2003b; Sanchez et al., 2006) , and around the location of SSC6, there are reports for fatness, leanness, and growth Sato et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2006; Edwards et al., 2008a ).
An A×A genetic interaction was identified between the 2 telomeric ends of SSC4 for external neck fat weight. No individual QTL effects were identified at these QTL, and they were not identified in previous analyses of the data. At the telomeric end of the p-arm, there are reports of QTL for fat tissue, as well as BW and belly weight (Marklund et al., 1999; Milan et al., 2002) . At the telomeric end of the q-arm, there are no reports of QTL for fatness; however, there are reports for carcass weight, BW, and liver weight (Malek et al., 2001b; Cepica et al., 2003b) .
A different location of SSC4 showed A×A genetic interactions with SSC6 for fat content of the belly. At these QTL, no individual QTL effects were identified and they were not identified in previous analyses. Around this location of SSC4, no QTL have been reported for fat tissue, but there are reports of QTL for lean tissue . In the region of the QTL on SSC6, there is only 1 report of QTL for ham weight (van Wijk et al., 2006) .
For the thinnest fat measure, additive and dominance interactions were identified between SSC6 and SSC8. In addition, significant dominance effects were identified at both QTL, indicating that heterozygous animals were associated with thinner fat at both QTL. An interaction was described previously in this study for loin weight without external fat between SSC6 and SSC8. The QTL on SSC8 were both identified between SW444 and S0086. The QTL on SSC6 were not identified in the same marker bracket. At the location of the QTL on SSC6, Mohrmann et al. (2006a) found significant dominance effects influencing chemical body composition (protein and lipid content) measured at 30 kg of BW. At these QTL, heterozygous animals were associated with less lipid and protein content of the empty body and less protein content of the fat-free substance.
There are no reports in the literature of QTL for similar traits around either QTL.
For external loin fat weight, interactions were identified between genomic locations of SSC6 and SSC9 similar to that of neck weight without external fat. At the QTL on SSC9, heterozygous animals are associated with less fat weight of this carcass cut and increased lean. The QTL on SSC6 has been reported previously by Mohrmann et al. (2006a) for this resource family for many fat tissue characteristics. Furthermore, there are reports in the literature for fatness QTL around both QTL (Kim et al., 2005; Rohrer et al., 2005) .
There are numerous reports of QTL in the literature for carcass characteristics and lean tissue and fat tissue characteristics in pigs in many genomic locations throughout the genome (e.g., Rohrer and Keele, 1998a,b; Bidanel et al., 2001; Milan et al., 2002; Geldermann et al., 2003; Sanchez et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2007) . There are many potential candidate genes that can be found in locations similar to some of the QTL identified in the present study. These are outlined in Table  5 . Previous analyses of the phenotypic data from the commercial population (Pietrain sires × crossbred dam line) of the present study identified numerous QTL for entire carcass characteristics, as well as lean and fat tissue characteristics (Mohrmann et al., 2006a; Duthie et al., 2008) . However, in these studies the role of epistasis in the genomic regulation of body composition has not been considered. To date, there is limited evidence for epistatic QTL across all species of livestock. This is most likely because tools and methodologies have not been available for this type of research and because of the computational demand associated with the analysis.
In pigs, epistatic QTL have been reported so far for reproductive traits (Bidanel, 1993; Rodríguez et al., 2005; Noguera et al., 2006) , coat color (Hirooka et al., 2002) , meat quality traits (meat color and intramuscular fat content; Ovilo et al., 2002; Szyda et al., 2006) , and muscle fiber traits (Estellé et al., 2008) . No epistatic QTL have been reported for body composition, such as entire carcass cuts or lean tissue and fat tissue characteristics. The present study is, to our knowledge, the first report to estimate epistatic interactions for carcass characteristics measured at slaughter weight in the pig. outlined the importance of a relatively large data set for the analysis of epistatic QTL. Small data sets will detect only epistatic QTL pairs with large effects. In the present study, we identified a large number of epistatic QTL pairs; this study is only the first step in understanding the contribution of epistasis to the genetic control of body composition in pigs. We have not covered the whole genome; therefore, many more epistatic interactions are probably involved in the genomic regulation of body composition. Estellé et al. (2008) identified numerous significant epistatic QTL pairs for muscle fiber traits in a pig popu-lation of Iberian × Landrace F 2 cross, using a methodology similar to that in the present study. They identified all 2-locus epistatic effects (A×A, A×D, D×A, D×D) but did not find that any particular epistatic effect was prevalent in their study. The interactions identified in the present study were at different genomic locations than those of Estellé et al. (2008) . This may be because muscle fiber traits are under different genomic control or because of breed differences, because the study by Estellé et al. (2008) was based on an experimental cross between Iberian and Landrace pigs. They found that the epistatic interactions formed a network of connected pairs of epistatic QTL. They also indicated that this may be a common phenomenon because Carlborg et al. (2006) reported similar networks. Estellé et al. (2008) found that SSC10 and SSC11 behaved as hubs for this network. There is no clear evidence of this type of network in our study. However, SSC1, SSC2, SSC4, SSC6, SSC8, and SSC9 seemed particularly active with respect to epistasis. Sus scrofa chromosome 10 did not seem as important in our study, with only 1 interaction being identified on SSC10; SSC11 was not genotyped in the present study.
Information about the involvement of epistatic QTL in the genomic regulation of body composition is limited in livestock. There is, however, some evidence of the involvement of epistasis in the genomic regulation of growth in chickens, particularly early growth (Carlborg et al., 2003 . Furthermore, there is considerable evidence indicating an important role for epistatic interactions in the genomic control of growth and obesity in mice. Routman and Cheverud (1997) reported epistatic QTL for adult BW. Brockmann et al. (2000) reported epistatic effects for serum concentrations of leptin, insulin, and IGF-1 and for BW, abdominal fat weight, and muscle weight. They reported co-coordinated regulation of BW and muscle weight by the interaction of 2 pairs of loci, 1 of which also influenced serum concentrations of lipid. They indicated that these interactions may contribute to the strong genetic correlation between BW and muscle weight. Yi et al. (2004b) also found that epistasis played an important role controlling obesity in mice. They reported that different groups of traits were influenced by different interactions, such that a different genetic architecture was identified for obesity traits and total cholesterol. They also found that the total phenotypic variance explained by epistatic interactions was greater than those explained by main effects. The epistatic QTL pairs identified in the present study also contributed to greater proportions of the phenotypic variance than QTL identified from individual QTL analysis. In a further study of mice, Yi et al. (2004a) reported an epistatic effect between mouse chromosomes 7 and 3 for hepatic lipase activity. The QTL on chromosome 7 was detected in a nonepistatic analysis in the same location. The QTL on chromosome 3 had a weak main effect on hepatic lipase activity and was not detected in the nonepistatic analysis; however, chromosome 3 was found to interact strongly with chromosome 7. Further studies in mice reported epistatic QTL pairs for abdominal fat percentage, abdominal fat weight, BW, kidney weight, spleen weight (Carlborg et al., 2005) , organ weights, and limb length traits (Wolf et al., 2006) . Yi et al. (2006) found that epistasis was more important for BW in mice at older ages than at younger ages, in contradiction to the report of Ishikawa et al. (2005) , who found that epistasis was more important for early growth than late stages of growth in mice. Yi et al. (2006) also found that epistasis influenced fatness and organ weights.
A concern in epistatic QTL analysis is multiple testing and the risk of false-positive results, based on the large number of tests that are carried out. Therefore, to minimize the risk of false-positive results, in the present study a more stringent threshold was applied to the epistatic analysis compared with the individual QTL analysis of previous work based on these data (Mohrmann et al., 2006a; Duthie et al., 2008) .
In the present study, we have identified a large number of epistatic QTL pairs involved in the regulation of many carcass traits, including lean and fat tissue weights in pigs. It is obvious from this study and from studies of poultry and mice that epistasis is important for the genomic regulation of growth and body composition. Information about epistatic interactions can add to our understanding of the genomic networks that form the fundamental basis of biological systems. In addition to knowledge about the individual QTL or genes that influence a biological system, information about the effect of interactions between genes will build on the understanding of the genomic networks that influence variation in biological systems ). Future QTL analyses should therefore focus their attention on uncovering the role of epistasis in the genomic regulation of economically important traits.
